
897/4 IMP R SB Impaktor holder with retaining ring and ring magnet, 1/4" x 75 mm

Impaktor Bit Holders

   

EAN: 4013288157836 Size: 165x60x23 mm

Part number: 05073990001 Weight: 66 g

Article number: 897/4 Imp R SiS Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

84661038

Impaktor holder with retaining ring and magnet for bits with 1/4" hexagon head drive

Double-torsion spring to absorb extreme impulse peaks

Ring magnet for simple holding of longer and heavier screws

Particularly suitable for use with customary impact drivers

1/4" hexagon drive

 

Wera Impaktor holder for the absorption of extreme impulse peaks. Special torsion effect thanks to the double-torsion spring. The

Impaktor holder additionally holds long and heavy screws absolutely securely. This enables a rapid and dependable positioning of the

screw. Ideal also for overhead work. Should, situation-related, the magnet not be desired e.g. when working with metal, it can be

removed from the screwdriving zone and thereby be neutralised. Used mostly for manual power tool applications. Output: suitable for

bits with ¼" hexagon head drive as per DIN ISO 1173-C 6.3. Drive: ¼" hexagon, suitable for power screwdrivers with take-up as per

DIN ISO 1173-F 6.3.
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Impaktor holder with ring
magnet

Impaktor holder Impaktor system

Impaktor technology for an above-

average service life even under

extreme demands

The Impaktor holder with ring

magnet additionally holds longer

and heavier screws absolutely

securely. This enables a speedy

and dependable positioning of the

screw. It is also ideal for above-

head work. Should the magnet

function not be required in a

particular situation e.g. when

working with metal, it can be

extracted from the screwdriving

area and can thereby be

"disabled". Mainly used in manual

power tool applications.

Suitable for extra high torque e.g.

from modern 18 volt impact

screwdrivers with particularly high

resilience. Reduces the risk of

premature breakage of the holder

or bit and increases the

productivity when screwdriving

with power tools.

Wera's Impaktor system consisting

of Impaktor bits and Impaktor

holders is today's necessary

addition to the BiTorsion system

with the creation of the TriTorsion

system.

Versatile

Wera Impaktor bits and holders

can also be used individually.

However, the best results are

achieved with the combination of

the two tools that are optimally

matched to one another.
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Set contents:

897/4 IMP R Impaktor holder with retaining ring and ring magnet, 1/4" x 75 mm
05057676001 1x    1/4" x 75 mm
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